Editorial

This special survey of North Korea, like the one on North Vietnam in our ninth issue, is designed to provide information and analysis of a communist country about which comparatively little is known. It has been prepared with considerable help from Professor Robert A. Scalapino, to whom this journal is much indebted.
COMMUNIST EDUCATION

Edited by EDMUND J. KING

Recent developments and present trends in Communist education are traced in this authoritative survey by specialists who have professionally studied and visited the U.S.S.R. and other Communist countries. Eight chapters deal with particular aspects: ideology, psychology, the selective process, the roles of teachers and parents, polytechnical education, the universities and professional institutes. Three chapters survey East Germany, Poland and China as special case-studies. A concluding chapter examines common ground between Communist and other systems. 25s.

CHINESE THOUGHT

H. G. CREEL

A readable account of the development of Chinese thought from Confucius to Mao Tse-tung.

'I can confidently recommend this book to anyone who wants to make a first acquaintance with systems of thought as important as those in our classical heritage.'—Maurice Collis, Time & Tide
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